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1.  INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that certain transitive clauses in Navajo come in two versions, one in which the verb is prefixed with YI and one in which it is prefixed with BI.  The examples in (1a,b), taken from Ken Hale’s seminal paper on so-called subject-object inversion (Hale 1973), are such a pair. The two examples describe the same situation, but the verb in (1a) is prefixed with YI, while that in (1b) is prefixed with BI.
(1)	a.	¬i7@i7@’  dzaanééz yi-zta¬.
          		 horse  mule       YI- kicked
		The horse kicked the mule.	

	b.	dzaanééz ¬i7@i7@’ bi-zta¬.
		mule        horse BI-kicked
		The mule was kicked by the horse.	            
          		 (Lit: the horse kicked the mule)	
The choice of prefix correlates with a word order difference. In (1a), the agent precedes the patient; in (1b), the patient precedes the agent. While (1a,b) have the same truth conditions, they are appropriate in different contexts. Example (1a) can be a neutral description, an appropriate answer to ‘what happened?’. It can also be ‘about’ the agent, an answer to the question ‘what did the horse do?’. Example (1b) is ‘about’ the patient and could appropriately answer ‘what happened to the mule?’ (Jelinek 1997; in press) (see also Platero (1974)). The difference between (1a,b) is approximated by active and passive in English. 	Hale’s (1973) proposal was that (1b) involved a rule of subject-object inversion, which also replaced YI with BI. Under this analysis, both (1a,b) involve SOV order. Recent work in Navajo, however, has generally assumed that the grammatical relations in (1a,b) are the same, and that the patient occupies clause-initial position in (1b) because it is left-dislocated (Speas 1990) or because it occupies topic position (Jelinek and Willie 1996; Jelinek 1997; Jelinek in press). It is also now generally assumed that both YI and BI are object markers (Young and Morgan 1987; Faltz 1998). If this is so, then a basic analytical question is what distinguishes YI and BI.   
	Jelinek and Willie have suggested that the distinction between the two object markers should be understood in terms of information structure. They propose that BI marks a patient (object) which is topic while YI marks a patient (object) which is part of the focus There is much about this view that seems right. However, there are also properties of YI and BI which remain puzzling under this account, properties which suggest that the distribution of YI and BI is more grammaticized than would be expected under an information structure account.
	One is the fact that the object can be marked by YI only when both subject and object are 3rd person; if the subject is 1st person, 2nd person, or so-called 4th person, then only the BI version is possible (see Faltz 1998, p. 173, and Table 1 below). If the distribution of the object prefixes were directly determined by topic/focus articulation, it is unclear why it would also be sensitive to person of subject and object. It is also quite unclear why the neutralized form of the object prefix would be BI. Because the association between patient and topic (or object and topic) is a marked one, where YI and BI alternate, BI is felt to be the more marked prefix. Why would the more marked prefix have the wider distribution? 
	 Another problem concerns the sensitivity of YI and BI to animacy. Hale 1973 showed that there are gaps in the distribution of YI and BI which depend on the relative animacy or potency of agent and patient. Thus, in (2), where the agent is higher in animacy than the patient, only the YI version is possible. In (3), where the patient is higher in animacy than the agent, only the BI version is possible (this is so regardless of the order of agent and patient).
(2)	diné  dzi¬   yooi@7/*boo’i7@.
	man mountain YI-sees/*BI-sees
	The man sees the mountain.	(Hale 1973, 302)

(3)	dibé     tó        ‘abíí¬/ *‘ayíí¬   ‘éél.
	sheep   water   BI-swept/YI-swept   off
	The water swept the sheep off.	(Hale 1973, 302)
Both versions are possible in (1) because the agent and patient are balanced in animacy. Although there is certainly a relation between animacy and the potential for topicality, I assume that topic/focus articulation is a dimension independent from that of animacy. If so, an account of the YI/BI alternation solely in terms of the former cannot be the whole story. 
	What is needed then is an account of the difference between BI and YI which can explain the correlated differences in word order and information structure, and at the same time allow for the animacy-based gaps. It also needs to explain why YI and BI contrast only in clauses with 3rd person subject and object, and why the distinction neutralizes to BI. This paper sketches an account of YI and BI in which the morphology of the object markers is not linked directly to information structure differences. Rather, these two dimensions of linguistic structure are mediated by a third dimension, that of obviation. 
	I use the term obviation in the sense of Algonquian linguistics to refer to a grammaticized system of organization in which 3rd persons are ranked in prominence, and where this ranking has consequences for the morphosyntax. Several parallels between obviation and the facts of YI and BI in Navajo are striking. One is that obviation is relevant only to contexts with multiple 3rd persons. The other is that obviation is essentially a system for adjudicating between conflicting claims to prominence which come from multiple dimensions, including topicality and animacy. These parallels are sufficiently striking that it is worth asking whether the distribution of YI and BI might not be determined by a system of obviation much like that of Algonquian. This paper is not the first to suggest such a connection. Apparently Hale (1968) originally discussed alternations like that of (1a,b) in terms of obviation! The relevance of obviation to the distribution of YI and BI is also proposed in Thompson 1989, esp. pp. 212-214. The present paper develops this idea within a more articulated theory of obviation and constraint interaction.
2. OBVIATION
2.1. Obviation in Algonquian
Our understanding of obviation comes principally from the Algonquian languages, where it is morphologically salient. In a span of Algonquian which may be as small as a clause or as large as several paragraphs, all third persons are ranked in prominence. The most prominent 3rd person in the span is called the proximate; all others are called obviatives. If there is only 3rd person in the span, it will, by default, be the proximate. If there is more than one, one will be the proximate; all others will be obviative. To get some sense of how this works, consider the Fox excerpt in (4), from Goddard 1984. This excerpt contains references to three different 3rd persons: the hero, Black Rainbow, a deer, and a group of Sioux. Black Rainbow is maintained as proximate throughout this passage; the other two 3rd persons are introduced into the text as obviatives and are sustained as obviatives:
(4)	a.	mahkate·wi-anakwe·wa  e·=s&i·s&a·c&i, e·h=nesa·c&i  
 Black Rainbow                 hunted        killed(dir)  
pes&ekesiwani.
deer-obv.sg. 
[And then another time,] Black Rainbow (P) went hunting and killed a deer (O). 	
b.    	e·h=wi·naniha·c&i  e·h=mo·hki·hta·koc&i  as&a·hahi,
butcher  (dir)	rush-at (inv)               Sioux-obv.pl
As he (P) was butchering it (O), some Sioux (O) rushed out at him (P), [a lot of them (O)]

Obviatives (italicized in (4)) are morphologically distinguished from proximate (bold in (4)) by a special obviative suffix.  In (4a), pes&ekesiwani ‘deer’ carries the obviative singular suffix –ani; in (4b), as&a·hahi, ‘Sioux’ carries the obviative plural suffix –ahi.
	Obviatives arise only in contexts involving multiple 3rd persons, a fact illustrated clearly by the Plains Cree examples in (5). In both (5a) and (5b), ‘dog’ is the direct object. However, it is the only 3rd person in (5a), hence it is proximate (by default). In (5b), there are two 3rd persons, and one of them must be obviative; in this case, ‘dog’ is obviative, and it carries the obviative singular suffix, -wa
(5)	a.	niwa·pama·   watim.
           see(1-3)          dog(P)
           I see the dog.

b.	Pakamahwe·w na·pe·w   atimwa.	
           hit(DIR)           man(P)   dog(O)
           The man hits the dog. 	Plains Cree (Wolfart 1973, 17) 
Importantly, the distribution of proximate is wider than that of obviative. Proximates occur whenever there is a 3rd person. Obviatives occur only when there are multiple 3rd persons. 
	Given that multiple 3rd persons must be ranked in obviation status, how is prominence on this dimension determined in Algonquian? A substantial literature is devoted to this question. See Garvin 1958; Bloomfield 1962; Frantz 1966; Hockett 1966; Wolfart 1973; LeSourd 1976; Grafstein 1981; Goddard 1984; Goddard 1990; Rhodes 1990; Dahlstrom 1991; Rhodes 1993; Rhodes 1994; Dahlstrom 1995; Thomason 1995.  Three factors emerge as relevant, one semantic (6a), one syntactic (6b), and one pragmatic (6c):
(6)	a.	Animates outrank inanimates; humans generally outrank animates.
b.	A genitive outranks its head.
c.	A more topical 3rd person outranks a less topical one.
Humans are more prominent than inanimates, and generally more prominent than non-human animates. This means that in a context with only two 3rd persons, one human and one inanimate, the human will be proximate and the inanimate will be obviative (or as it is sometimes put, ‘it will be forced into obviation’). In (4), ‘Black Rainbow’ and ‘deer’ both refer to animates, but the former is more likely to be proximate because it refers to a human while the latter does not. A 3rd person genitive is likewise more prominent than its head, and will preempt proximate status from the head. In the absence of either of these factors, the discoursally more prominent 3rd person corresponds to the proximate. In (4), expressions referring to Black Rainbow are proximate, rather than ones referring to the Sioux, because Black Rainbow is the main character in the narrative from which (4) is taken. 
	The relative obviation rank of subject and object also determines an important aspect of verbal morphology in Algonquian. Most transitive verbs come in two forms, called direct and inverse. The direct form is used when the subject outranks the object in obviation status; the inverse form is used when the object outranks the subject. Look back to (4) and compare the verb forms in (4b). The first verb, ‘butchered’, is in the direct form because the subject refers to the proximate (Black Rainbow) while the object refers to an obviative (deer). The second verb, ‘rushed out at’, is in the inverse form because the subject refers to an obviative (the Sioux) while the object refers to the proximate (Black Rainbow). I am glossing over the question of how grammatical relations align with semantic role in Algonquian, and simply assume that the agent is always subject. See Rhodes 1990; Dahlstrom 1991; Rhodes 1994; Dahlstrom 1995. 
	In Algonquian, then, obviation is morphologically salient in two domains. Within the nominal system, it determines the distribution of the obviative suffix; within the verbal system, it determines the distribution of direct and inverse verb (when both subject and object are 3rd person). Direct and inverse forms are also determined by a person hierarchy (1st, 2nd > 3rd). The direct form occurs when the subject outranks the object; the inverse form occurs when the object outranks the subject.  I will suggest here that in Navajo, obviation is a category of the pronominal system, and that it is along this dimension that YI and BI are distinguished. 
2.2. The Obviation Tier
In order for grammatical principles to refer to obviation status, such status must be represented. I follow here the general approach developed in Aissen 1997. The basic idea is that there is a dimension of linguistic structure, the obviation tier, at which the obviation rank of 3rd persons is represented. The basic unit in the obviation tier is the obviation span. Each obviation span consists of a set of ranked relations Proximate > Obviative 1 > Obviative 2 > … There are important constraints on the mapping between the rest of a syntactic representation and the obviation tier. The first is that each 3rd person nominal associates to a relation of obviation in an obviation span. The second is that two 3rd person nominals associate to the same relation if and only if they are presupposed coreferential. 
	Linkage to the obviation tier is represented as in (7), where the material between brackets corresponds to an obviation span, and the association lines represent the linkage of nominals to the relations of obviation.
(7)	Black Rainbow killed a deer


[Proximate           Obviative]
	In some languages, proximate may have a consistent structural realization, i.e. as subject. But in others, it does not. Therefore I assume that obviation is a structural dimension distinct from constituent structure or grammatical function. 
Structurally prominent relations tend to be associated with elements which are prominent on other dimensions. Cross-linguistically, the subject relation, the most prominent grammatical function, attracts nominals which are prominent along dimensions like semantic role and topicality. Likewise, the proximate relation, the most prominent relation of obviation, attracts 3rd persons which are prominent along dimensions like animacy, pronominality, and topicality. The attraction of prominent elements to relations of structural prominence can be interpreted in terms of hierarchy alignment. In these terms, each of the preferences listed in (6), as well as ones to be discussed below, reflects alignment of the obviation hierarchy with some other hierarchy (Aissen 1997).  
	The fact that a claim on proximate status may be based on any one of a variety of dimensions means that the potential for conflict will arise whenever there is more than one 3rd person in an obviation span which can lay claim to such status. Such conflicts need to be adjudicated. A theory like Optimality Theory which sees constraint conflict as pervasive and constraint ranking as the means to resolve it provides an appropriate framework in which to conceptualize and formalize the syntax of obviation. The present discussion will stay informal, but is conceived in OT terms. See Aissen 1999 for a formal approach to hierarchy alignment based on harmonic alignment, an operation proposed in  Prince and Smolensky 1993.
3. OBVIATION IN NAVAJO
There are several ways in which the alternation between YI and BI is highly  reminiscent of obviation, as understood from Algonquian. First, as noted earlier, YI and BI alternate only in those transitive clauses where both subject and object are 3rd person. Likewise, obviatives arise only in contexts with multiple 3rd persons. Second, there are gaps in the distribution of YI and BI which are dependent on the relative animacy of subject and object. But there are gaps in the distribution of direct and inverse forms in Algonquian which are likewise determined by the relative animacy of subject and object. And third, in the absence of other determining factors, the distribution of YI and BI is determined by information structure, just like obviation rank in Algonquian. 
3.1. YI and BI
I suggested above that the distinction between Navajo YI and BI should be located in the dimension of obviation. The fact that the object marker BI is associated with a topical patient suggests that it might be associated with a proximate object. This would leave YI to be associated with an obviative object:(8) is misleading in one respect. YI and BI contrast in other functions beside direct object. It would be more appropriate to term them ‘nonsubject pronouns’. The analysis proposed here extends straightforwardly to many of these cases. For reasons of space, I do not discuss them here.
(8)	a.	BI is the object proximate pronoun
b.	YI is the object obviative pronoun
In characterizing BI and YI as pronouns, I follow Jelinek 1984. In Jelinek’s analysis, the overt nominals at the left edge of the sentence are adjuncts. The actual argument positions are occupied by pronouns which may be bound by adjuncts and which incorporate into the verb (or other governing head) as prefixes. These assumptions do not play a crucial role in my analysis, however, and I will sometimes speak of the adjunct which binds the subject as the subject for the sake of convenience (similarly for the object).
	Consider again (1) (the horse kicked the mule), which has both BI and YI variants. Either subject or object can be proximate. If the subject is proximate, then the object is obviative. This is represented in (9), the analysis of (1a). In (9), the labels Su and Oj stand for pronouns bearing those grammatical relations. The coreference between ‘horse’ and the subject pronoun (likewise ‘mule’ and the object pronoun) is represented here twice – by coindexation and by the fact that both associate to the same relation of obviation. Coindexation could be dispensed with, but I retain it because it is familiar.  The subject and object pronouns associate to the same obviation span, as shown by the association lines. 
(9)	¬i7@i7@’i            dzaanéézj      [Sui   Oj     yi + zta¬ ]
 horse	          mule                                       kicked
[Proximate    Obviative] 
The object pronoun incorporates into the verb, represented here by the directed arrow. Since the object pronoun is obviative, its form is YI, per (8b).
	It is also possible to choose the object as proximate, thereby forcing the subject into obviation. This is the case in (1b), whose analysis is shown in (10). Again, the object pronoun incorporates into the verb. In this case, the object is proximate, and takes the form BI, per (8a).
(10)	dzaanéézi 	¬i7@i7@’j            [Suj     Oji    bi + zta¬ ]
mule                  horse                                       kicked
	[Proximate        Obviative]              
The form of the incorporated pronoun thus identifies the object as proximate or obviative.  
3.2. Word Order and Information Structure	
In Hale’s original discussion of YI and BI, he made the following observation: “[these conditions] ensure that the noun phrase which appears first in a transitive sentence be the one whose head noun is, in an intuitively clear sense, the higher in rank” (1973, 304). The obviation analysis expresses this intuition quite directly. Taking seriously the role of obviation, the unmarked order can be characterized as in (11):
(11)	 Proximate precedes Obviative 
The principle in (11) should be seen as one of a family of linearization constraints which refer to diverse dimensions of prominence. This family includes constraints stated in terms of grammatical function (Subject precedes Object). It also includes constraints stated in terms of animacy (Animate precedes Inanimate) and definiteness (Definite precedes Indefinite) (Müller 1998). In clauses with two overt adjuncts, word order thus establishes which nominal is proximate and which is obviative. The form of the incorporated pronoun then reveals the grammatical functions of these nominals. It ‘tells’ whether the object is proximate (BI) or obviative (YI), relegating the subject to the ‘other’ status. 
	In examples like (1a,b), the choice between YI and BI correlates with information structure. The YI form is appropriate when there is no topic, or when the agent is topic. The BI form is appropriate when the patient is the topic. Leaving aside the neutral reading which is discussed below in section 5, this correlation follows from the fact that in the absence of other factors, proximate status is associated with that 3rd person which is discoursally most topical. This association is enforced by the constraint in (12), which is stated as an avoid constraint.
(12)	Avoid a non-topic proximate
Given a topic and a non-topic, both 3rd person, the preferred association is that in which the topic associates to proximate and the non-topic to obviative. When the subject is topic, it will be proximate and the object will be forced into obviation. Being obviative, the object pronoun incorporates in the form YI. Conversely, when the object is topic, (12) requires that it be proximate. The appropriate pronominal prefix will be BI. The principle in (12), together with (8b), accounts then for the fact that object topics are associated with BI. 
3.3 The Distribution of YI and BI
Finally, this account explains why the BI form, though more marked than the YI form, has a wider distribution. Recall that the YI form occurs only when both subject and object are 3rd person, while the BI form occurs in this situation, and also when the object is 3rd person and the subject is 1st, 2nd, or so-called 4th  person (translated here by “one”, see section 6). This is illustrated by the partial paradigm in Table 1, extracted from Faltz 1998, p. 172: The material glossed 1sg, 2sg, 4sg in Table 1 actually corresponds to several morphemes whose identify is not relevant here. The 3rd person object marker with 1st, 2nd, and 4th person subject is not always BI. In fact, it is usually ø. But in those contexts where an overt marker appears, it is always BI (see Faltz 1998, p. 173ff., and Young and Morgan 1987, p. 64ff). 

Subject
3rd person object
1 sg
bi-naash-nish  “I’m working on it”
BI-1sg-work
2 sg
bi-nanil-nish   “You’re working on it”
BI-2sg-work
3 sg
yi-naal-nish    “S/he’s working on it”
YI-3sg-work
4 sg
bi-nijil-nish    “One is working on it”
BI-4sg-work
             Table 1: 3rd person object with 1st, 2nd, and 4th person subject

The BI form is the only possibility when the subject is not 3rd person. But this follows directly from the characterization of BI as the proximate object pronoun, (8a). In contexts containing only one 3rd person, that 3rd person is, by default, the proximate. If it is the object, it takes the form BI. An obviative object arises only in contexts containing at least two 3rd persons. Hence it is only in such contexts that the possibility of the YI form arises. With the verb nish ‘work’ only YI is possible when both subject and object are 3rd person. This is because the subject is animate and the object inanimate (see section 4.1).
4. OBVIATION FACTORS IN NAVAJO
4.1. The Animacy Factor

In the examples discussed so far, the two 3rd persons involved were balanced in animacy, so that either could be chosen as proximate. The result is that both YI and BI are possible, depending on the topicality of subject and object. But when the 3rd persons are unbalanced in animacy, YI and BI do not alternate freely, regardless of topicality (Frishberg 1972; Hale 1973; Creamer 1974; Hale, Jeanne and Platero 1977; Witherspoon 1977; Perkins 1978; Young and Morgan 1987; Willie 1991; Jelinek and Willie 1996; Jelinek 1997; Willie 1999). 
	Consider a transitive clause with human subject and inanimate object. Hale (1973) showed that only the YI version was possible:
(13)	a.	diné  dzi¬   yooi@7.
		man mountain YI-sees
		The man sees the mountain.

	b.	*dzi¬          diné   boo’i7@.
		 mountain man   BI-sees
		 (The mountain is seen by the man.)
Example (13b), with the proximate pronoun BI, would require an analysis in which the object, ‘mountain’, were proximate. Since there can be only one proximate, the subject, ‘man’, would by force be obviative. However, in most known obviation systems, animates are preferred as proximates over inanimates, Besides Algonquian, this is also true in Kutenai (Dryer 1992; Dryer 1994), another language with nominal obviation morphology. It also holds in Tzotzil and Chamorro, languages which do not have such morphology, but whose syntax is sensitive to obviation (Aissen 1997). an instance of the general preference to assign proximate status to that 3rd person which is most prominent along some substantive dimension. In this case, the relevant dimension is animacy. The preference is enforced by the constraint in (14):
(14)	Avoid an inanimate proximate.
This constraint is understood as follows: given alternative linkages to the obviation tier, a linkage in which an inanimate is not linked to proximate is preferred to one in which it is. Since (14) apparently must be satisfied regardless of the topic status of subject and object, it takes priority over (12).
	The fact then that there is only one way to express ‘the man saw the mountain’ follows from the fact that there is only one way to associate the 3rd persons in this clause with the obviation tier and still comply with (14). Examples (13a,b) have the analyses in (15a,b), respectively. In each case, the object takes the form appropriate to its obviation status. Example (13b) (with the structure in (15b)) is ungrammatical because an inanimate is chosen as proximate when an animate could have been. 
(15)	a.	dinéi         dzi¬j    [Sui   Ojj     yi+oo’i7@]
		man          mountain                          sees


		[Proximate Obviative]                 
	b.		*dzi¬j         dinéi             [Sui   Ojj       bi+oo’i7@] 
	  mountain    man                                      sees


         [Proximate   Obviative]
	This approach predicts a gap in the distribution of YI and BI whenever the subject and object are unbalanced in animacy (and both are 3rd person). In particular, when the subject is inanimate and the object animate, only the BI form should be possible. According to Hale 1973 (and much later work), this is correct: the BI form is possible and the YI form impossible:
(16)	a.	dibé     tó        ‘abíí¬   ‘éél.
		sheep   water   BI-swept   off
		The water swept the sheep off.

	b.	*tó       dibé   ‘ayíí¬  ‘éél.
		  water sheep YI-swept off
		 (The water swept the sheep off.)
In this case, (14) forces proximate status on the object because it outranks the subject in animacy. The appropriate object pronoun then is BI. 
4.2. The Pronominality Factor
There is another well-known restriction on YI and BI which has to do with the interpretation of a single overt nominal in a transitive clause. In clauses with two 3rd persons, the interpretation of this nominal is constrained by the form of the incorporated object pronoun. If it is YI, the nominal must be interpreted as patient (object): 
(17)	[díí  ‘ashkii]  yi-zta¬. 
 this  boy        YI-kicked
 He kicked this boy. 
 Not: this boy kicked him. (Willie 1991, 74)
The situation is reversed when the incorporated pronoun is BI. In that case, a single overt nominal must be interpreted as agent:
(18)	[díí ‘ashkii] bi-zta¬.
 this boy       BI-kicked
 This boy kicked him.
Not: he kicked this boy. (Willie 1991, 75)
Two approaches have been taken to these restrictions. One has proposed to reduce them to general principles of the binding theory (Speas 1990).  The other has posited principles of interpretation or parsing which are specific to structures containing YI and BI (Hale, Jeanne and Platero 1977; Platero 1974; Platero 1978; Platero 1982; Jelinek 1990; Willie 1991). The obviation-based approach suggests a different approach, one that makes no appeal to the binding theory, nor does it stipulate how a single overt 3rd person is to be interpreted in YI or BI clauses. 
	Consider first how these sentences must be analyzed on the obviation tier.  In (17), ‘he kicked this boy’, the overt nominal is interpreted as object, and the form of the incorporated object pronoun identifies that object as obviative. 
(19)	[díí  ‘ashkii]j                [Sui     Ojj    yi-zta¬]    
 this  boy         
     [Proximate  Obviative]         
Since this clause requires the YI form, there is something in it which requires that the object be obviative and the subject proximate. The relevant factor is presumably related to the fact that the subject is pronominal and the object lexical. I suggest that this is the relevant factor: if a personal pronoun and a lexical 3rd person compete for proximate status, then (all else being equal) the pronoun wins out. This is entirely consistent with the dynamic underlying obviation systems. The proximate prefers to be linked to most prominent 3rd person along some dimension. Here, the relevant dimension is pronominality, and the scale is Pronoun > Lexical. Uyechi (1991) develops an approach to the pronoun-based restrictions on YI and BI which is likewise based on a version of this scale. She observes that the PRONOUN category must be restricted to the incorporated 3rd person pronoun. Navajo also has free-standing 3rd person pronouns, which are used in contrastive function. A free-standing pronoun can function as object in a YI clause with a lexical subject. Whether it is necessary to recognize a third category, intermediate between PRONOUN and LEXICAL, as Uyechi suggests, is unclear to me.   If topicality is the rationale underlying these scales, then this ranking is exactly as expected. A 3rd person which is expressed pronominally is discoursally more prominent (salient) than one which requires lexical reference (Givón 1983; Ariel 1990; and others). The preference for a pronominal proximate is enforced by the constraint in (20), which is again stated negatively:
(20)	Avoid a lexical proximate.
	The fact now that example (18), ‘this boy kicked him’, requires the BI form follows without further stipulation. The analysis on the obviation tier is shown in (21). Compliance with (20) forces díí ‘ashkii ‘this boy’ to link to obviative. The subject pronoun that it binds must also be obviative. The pronominal object is therefore the proximate, and takes the form BI. 
(21)	[díí  ‘ashkii]i         [Sui   Ojj    bi-zta¬]    
 this  boy         


[Proximate    Obviative]              
The fact that this proposition can only be expressed in the BI form follows from (20). Expressing it in the YI form would require that the pronominal object be obviative. But this would force the lexical subject to be proximate, in violation of (20).  
	The constraint in (20) determines one pronominal prefix or the other only when the subject and object are ‘unbalanced’ in pronominality. When both are lexical, then there is no association which avoids a lexical proximate. Hence (20) will be violated by all associations, and can play no role in determining either obviation status or the object pronoun form which depends on obviation status. In that case, the choice between YI and BI must be determined on other grounds. Likewise when both subject and object are pronominal, all associations satisfy (20). Again, (20) is irrelevant to determining the choice between YI and BI. Both are possible, and the choice must be made on other grounds. 
	This simple account then unifies the gaps based on pronominality with those based on animacy. The underlying dynamic is the same. In both cases, the most prominent element on the relevant dimension (animacy, pronominality) is the preferred proximate. No appeal to binding theory or to special interpretive principles is required. The approach of Uyechi 1991, further developed in Bresnan forthcoming,, achieves similar unification through hierarchy alignment, but does not appeal to obviation.
Animacy vs. Pronominality
There are some exceptions to the observation that a single nominal in a YI clause is interpreted as object (patient). Willie (1991, 61-62) discusses examples like (22)-(23): 
(22)	‘ashkii yiyííbi7™@i7@.
boy     YI.picked.round.objects
The boy picked them (round objects).
(23)	‘ashkii yóldon.
 boy    YI-shoot.at
The boy is shooting at it.
In contrast to (17), the sole overt 3rd person in these examples, is interpreted as subject (agent). Willie suggests that the usual principles of interpretation can be suspended because the semantic features of the nominals leave no room for misinterpretation (e.g. round objects do not pick boys). From the perspective of obviation, (22) and (23) seem puzzling because the subject, which is the sole lexical nominal, is proximate, and the object is obviative. (This is clear from the form of the object pronoun, YI.) This association to the obviation tier violates (20). However, Willie’s observation suggests that the crucial property in (22)-(23) is that the object is inanimate (compare (17)). If so, the problem posed by these examples might be resolved by appealing to the animacy constraint on obviation rank, (14). 
	In fact, the two constraints posited in the previous sections, repeated below, make conflicting demands in examples like (22)-(23) which contain a pronominal inanimate and a lexical animate:
(14)	Avoid an inanimate proximate
(20)	Avoid a lexical proximate
(14) states a preference along the dimension of animacy; (20) states one along the dimension of pronominality. In (22)-(23), the subject is more prominent than the object along the first dimension, but the object is more prominent along the second. The question then is which dimension takes priority in Navajo. Since the proximate is the subject in both (22)-(23) (again, this is clear from the object pronoun), the dimension of animacy must be the more important one. 
	The conflict between (14) and (20) is expected within a theory like Optimality Theory in which all constraints are violable and ranked. Constraint conflict is the rule, not the exception, and the question is simply how conflicting constraints are prioritized. If (14) and (20) are interpreted as violable constraints, then it is clear that (14) outranks (20) in Navajo. In languages where these two constraints are active, the same ranking seems generally to hold. Chamorro is another example (see Chung 1984, fn.7; Chung 1998, §2.1.4).
4.4. The Genitive Factor
There is (at least) one further factor which apparently determines obviation rank in Navajo, one which is well-known from other obviation systems, but has not (to my knowledge) been discussed systematically in connection with Navajo YI and BI. This is the preference that a genitive outrank its head in obviation status (cf. (6b) above). Here, alignment is between the obviation hierarchy and a hierarchy on nominal grammatical function, Genitive > Possessum. The preference for a genitive proximate comes into play when the genitive is 3rd person. In that case, the nominal constituent itself involves two 3rd persons: the overall nominal whose head is the possessum (always 3rd person), and the genitive. Initial evidence that the genitive is proximate and the possessum obviative may come from the usual form of the incorporated genitive pronoun, which is BI: Recall (fn. 4) that BI and YI occur in grammatical functions other than object. Here BI occurs in genitive function. The yi which is prefixed to the verb in (24) is not the obviative pronoun. It is a separate morpheme, called the ‘peg element’ in the Navajo literature (see Faltz 1998, p. 53).
(24)	[hastiin sání bi-chidí] yíchxo7’.
	man       old  BI-car      3s.ruined
	The old man’s car is ruined.	(Willie 1991, 58)
The nominal portion of (24) has the analysis in (25). By virtue of the preference under discussion, the genitive is proximate, and the possessed noun is obviative. The adjoined nominal which binds the genitive is also proximate. The proximate pronoun incorporates into the noun in the expected form, BI. 
(25)	[hastiin sání ]i  [Geni bi-chidí]j
  man    old                       car

  
[Proximate                  Obviative]
	The preference for a genitive proximate is enforced by (26), stated again as a negative constraint. 
(26)	Avoid a possessum proximate
This constraint explains a set of gaps in Navajo. The first is noted in Young and Morgan 1980. Young and Morgan observe (p. 171) that while the sentence ‘the boy saw the horse’ can be expressed either in the YI form or the BI form, the sentence ‘the boy saw his horse’ (interpreted with coreference) can only be expressed in the YI form.They put it this way: “If a second noun is the property of the first, subject/object inversion is blocked with respect to their interaction.” 
(27)	a.	‘ashkii bi-li7@i7@    yi-yii¬tsa7@.
		boy     BI-horse YI-saw
		The boyi saw hisi horse.

	b.	*bi-li7@i7@    ashkii bi-yii¬tsa7@.
		  BI-horse boy    BI-saw
		 (Hisi horse was seen by the boyi.)
In effect, this means that the subject must outrank the object in obviation status. The question is why. The analysis of (27a) on the obviation tier is shown in (28). This example is more complex than earlier ones because the first adjunct, ashkii ‘boy’, binds pronouns in two grammatical functions: the genitive within the object and the subject within the basic clause. Being coreferential, all three elements are proximate. The second adjunct, bi-li7@i7@ ‘his horse’, is obviative and it binds the object pronoun, which is therefore also obviative. The form of the object pronoun, YI, confirms this association to the obviation tier.
(28)		‘ashkiii  [Geni bi-li7@i7@ ]j     [Sui     Ojj   yi-yii¬tsa7@]
	 boy                    horse                            saw
	[Proximate          Obviative]
In fact, this is the only possible linkage to the obviation tier, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (27b), which involves the reverse linkage. The question is why.  The reason is that the requirement that a genitive outrank its head forces proximate status on the genitive and therefore on all elements coreferential with it. This includes the subject. The same constraint forces obviative status on the possessum li7@i7@ ‘horse’, and on the object pronoun which it binds. The fact that the subject must outrank the object in obviation status in sentences like (27) is a consequence of the fact that the genitive must outrank its head and the fact that the genitive is coreferential with the subject in (27). Together, these factors force proximate status on the subject and obviative status on the object. Example (27b) is ill-formed precisely because the object ‘his horse’ is proximate, as shown by the BI prefix on the verb. This means that the genitive must be obviative. But this violates (26). 
	The second gap is, in a sense, the inverse of the first. It arises when the subject is ‘a property of’ the object, i.e. in sentences translating ‘hisi wife saw himi’. Young and Morgan (1980, 171) note that ‘his horse saw the boy’ cannot be translated by the YI form of the verb. 
(29)	*Bi-li7@i7@  ashkii  yi-yii¬tsa7@.
  BI-horse boy    YI-saw
 (His horse saw the boy.)
The YI form would arise if the subject outranked the object, but in this sentence type, the subject cannot outrank the object in obviation status. Again, it is (26) – the contraint which enforces the preference that a genitive be selected as proximate over its head – that explains why. In (29), the object (‘boy’) is obviative, as shown by the obviative pronoun on the verb, and the subject (‘his horse’) is proximate. But the object is coreferential with the intended genitive of the subject. Since all coreferents within an obviation span have the same obviation status, the genitive must also be obviative, and the possessed head proximate. But this violates (26). Compliance with (26) requires that the genitive, and therefore the object, be proximate. The result is that the object must outrank the subject in obviation status. The prediction then is that the grammatical version of (29) will involve the proximate object pronoun BI.
	Young and Morgan do not say how ‘hisi horse saw the boyi’ would be expressed in Navajo. But they do cite the example in (30), which is equivalent in the relevant ways (1980, 172). Notice that it involves the object pronoun BI, anteceded by Hastin Nééz, ‘Mr. Long’. The analysis is shown in (31).
(30)	Hastiin Nééz  be’esdzáán bi-ní¬’i7@.
		man     long    BI-wife      BI-look.at  
		Mr. Long is being looked at by his wife.
		(I.e. Mr. Long’s wife is looking at him.)

(31)	Hastiin Néézj  [Genj  be’esdzáán]i [Sui   Ojj   bi-ní¬’i7]
		Mr.  Long                      wife                               look.at
	[Proximate                   Obviative]
Again, the proximate precedes the obviative. Since Hastiin Nééz, ‘Mr. Long’ is proximate, so are the genitive within ‘his wife’ and the object of ‘look at’, which are coreferential with Hastiin Nééz. Both incorporate as proximate pronouns, BI. No constraints are violated here, since the genitive outranks the head in obviation status.
	The ill-formedness of (29) is not an idiosyncracy of Navajo.  Sentences of this type (genitive within the subject coreferential with the object) consistently require special treatment in languages with obviation systems. In all cases, this is because the object obligatorily outranks the subject in obviation status. Some languages, e.g. Tzotzil and Chamorro, simply do not tolerate this configuration, and passive is required to express propositions like ‘the boyi’s horse saw himi’ (Aissen 1997). In others, e.g. Algonquian, this configuration requires a marked form of the verb, the inverse (Rhodes 1993; Aissen 1997).
5. OBVIATION FACTORS
In this account, the syntax of YI and BI is determined by hierarchy alignment: given two 3rd person arguments, associate that argument which is most prominent with the more prominent relation of obviation, namely proximate. Prominence is determined by animacy, topicality, and pronominality. Where there are conflicts between these factors, animacy takes priority over pronominality. In the absence of either of these factors, proximate status is associated with the topic. The ranking of these three factors is represented by the constraint ranking in (32):
(32)	Avoid an inanimate proximate » 
Avoid a lexical proximate » 
Avoid a non-topic proximate
In addition, in the case of possessed nominals, a 3rd person genitive has priority over the possessum to the proximate relation:
(33)	Avoid a possessum proximate
A ranking of (33) with respect to the constraints in (32) has not been established here. 
	There is one further gap, which was first discussed in Willie 1991, pp. 75ff. This case involves clauses in which subject and object are unbalanced in definiteness. Willie notes that in a YI clause, the subject can be definite and the object indefinite, as in (34a). It is also possible for the subject to be indefinite and the object definite, as in (34b).
(34)	a.	‘ashkii [‘at’ééd léi’] yizts’o7s.
	 boy       girl      a      YI-kissed
	The boy kissed a girl.
b.	[‘ashkii léi’] ‘at’ééd yizts’o7s.
	   boy     a      girl     YI-kissed
	  A boy kissed the girl.
Example (34b) is significant because the subject is proximate and the object obviative (note the obviative object pronoun). This means that a constraint penalizing indefinite proximates is not active in Navajo. 
	However, BI clauses do show a gap which is linked to definiteness: BI clauses permit an indefinite subject and definite object, as in (35a), but not a definite subject and an indefinite object (35b):
(35)	a.	‘ashkii [‘at’ééd léi’] bizts’o7s.
            boy      girl       a      BI-kissed
            The boy was kissed by a girl.
            (Lit: A girl kissed the boy.)



b.	*[‘ashkii léi’] ‘at’ééd bizts’o7s.
	    boy     a       girl      BI-kissed
	    (A boy was kissed by the girl.)
               (Lit: The girl kissed a boy.)
In both (35a,b), the object pronoun identifies the object as proximate. The subject must therefore be obviative. The problem with (35b) seems to be that the unmarked situation is for the subject to be proximate. Of course, it is possible for the object to be proximate, as we have seen, but some motivation is required for this more marked linkage. In (35b), there is no motivation. The object does not outrank the subject in animacy or pronominality. Assuming that an indefinite cannot be more topical than a definite, it does not outrank the subject in topicality. And it is not a genitive. In the absence of any motivation for an object proximate, the subject is proximate. This motivates one final constraint:
(36)	Avoid a proximate object
This constraint ranks below all the others discussed, since it can be overridden by any of them. 
	Since definiteness per se does not play an active role in determining obviation rank, the possibility of (35a) with a proximate object cannot be attributed to the fact that the object is definite and the subject indefinite. However, we might appeal to topicality. Presumably the proposition expressed in (35a) could also be expressed in the YI form, with an obviative object (cf. 34b). The form in (35a) must be motivated by some factor, and that factor is plausibly topicality of the object. The expectation then is that (35a) would be an appropriate answer to the question what happened to the boy?, where ‘the boy’ was topic, while the YI version would be appropriate answer to the question what happened, a context where the boy was not topic.	
6. OBVIATION AND THE 4th PERSON
The obviation framework I proposed in Aissen (1997) required that every 3rd person associate to a relation on the obviation tier. However, there are 3rd persons in Navajo which seem to lie outside the YI/BI alternation. These are the so-called 4th persons. 
	In Navajo the category of person has four values:  1st, 2nd, 3rd, and so-called “4th” (Young and Morgan (1987) call it the “3rd person alternate”). In a number of respects, the 4th person is more like 1st and 2nd person than like 3rd, and Young and Morgan in fact classify it as deictic. Like the 1st and 2nd, and unlike the ordinary 3rd, it cannot be bound by an adjunct other than the strong form of the 4th person pronoun. The 4th person can also be used deictically to refer to a non-speech participant (NSP) if that participant is “in hearing distance” (Willie 1991, 112). Like the 1st and 2nd, and unlike 3rd, the 4th person can only refer to a human. Morphologically, the 4th person is like the 1st and 2nd in having a distinctive set of incorporated subject and object pronouns. Moreover, these prefixes occupy the same slots as the 1st and 2nd person prefixes. (The (ordinary) 3rd person has no incorporated subject pronoun.) In all these ways, the 4th person is clearly distinct from the (ordinary) 3rd. 
	The 4th person has a number of different functions. Willie (1991, ch. 4) suggests several of these can be characterized as avoidance of the 1st, 2nd, or (ordinary) 3rd person. Use of 4th person to avoid 1st and 2nd person is motivated by politeness. Willie (1991) explains, for example, that an individual may use the 4th person rather than the 1st to speak of his/her own desires; s/he may use the 4th person rather than 2nd as a gentle admonishment or to show respect.
	Use of the 4th person to avoid the 3rd may have several motivations. An important one is to avoid ambiguity in contexts with multiple NSPs and thereby to facilitate reference tracking (Akmajian and Anderson 1970; Young and Morgan 1987, 76-77). In narrative, the 4th person is “usually applied to the main character along with any other figure who gains prominence at some point in the story” (Young and Morgan 1987, 9). The 4th person thus takes over one of the functions associated with the proximate in Algonquian languages. Thompson 1989 in fact refers to the Navajo 4th person as the proximate. But the 4th person is not like the proximate in an obviation system. For one thing, within an obviation span, there is exactly one proximate. But obviation spans are possible with multiple 4th persons. Willie 1991, p. 129 cites an example where both subject and object are 4th person (and not coreferential). This permits continual reference to the main character outside the obviation system.
	In fact, use of the 4th person to avoid the 3rd may be motivated precisely by the desire or need to avoid the obviation system. Willie (1991, 127) suggests that the 4th person is a way of ‘overriding’ the animacy hierarchy in Navajo. She cites a number of examples containing a topical non-human and a non-topical human. If both are treated as 3rd persons, the non-human is forced into obviation by the presence of the human. The morphosyntax thus obscures the topic structure of the discourse. Treating the human as 4th person avoids the obviation tier and the topic is not forced into a lower morphosyntactic status than the non-topic. One function of the 4th person then may be to refer to NSPs in narrative without associating them to the obviation tier. 
	The requirement that every 3rd person associate to the obviation tier still holds then, as long as the 4th person is seen as distinct from the 3rd. What is not true is that every expression referring to a NSP must associate to the obviation tier. If such an expression is classified as 4th person, then indeed it will not. 
7. CONCLUSION
The analysis of Navajo presented here depends on two ideas. One is that obviation plays a central role in Navajo syntax. The other is that this role is expressed through hierarchy alignment. Each of the gaps discussed above results from constraints on the alignment of the obviation hierarchy with some other prominence hierarchy. Obviation mediates between various competing dimensions of prominence to select a single most prominent 3rd person in the span. The relation of BI and YI to the animacy hierarchy, to pronominality, and to topic/focus articulation – all relations that have discussed in the Navajo literature – these relations are all mediated by obviation
	The unmarked word order in clauses with overt adjuncts can also be characterized in terms of the obviation hierarchy: the proximate precedes the obviative. It seems plausible too that some of the functions of the Navajo 4th person can be understood in terms of obviation: the 4th person provides the means to avoid obviation when it is convenient to do so. 
	These are preliminary ideas about how some basic facts of Navajo might be analyzed from the perspective of obviation. The present paper scratches the surface, both with respect to the data it does discuss, and certainly with respect to data not discussed. Various domains of fact that have been analyzed in the literature are not treated here, and it will be interesting to see whether obviation can provide the basis for a deeper understanding of Navajo. If it can, then the study of obviation has much to learn from Navajo. The fact that the obviation status of non-subjects is overtly marked in Navajo provides salient clues about how obviation works. The general outlines are similar to those of other languages, but there are also important differences which will help to shape a more articulated theory of obviation. 
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